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National Grid 
Minutes of GIRS Advisory Panel Meeting  

 
Lloyd’s Register EMEA, Coventry  

 
28

th
 May 2013 

 
 

In attendance: 

John Dale   GTC Pipelines (Chairperson) 
Ruth Burden   National Grid (delegate) 
Chris Magness              Wales and West Utilities 
Colin Fish    PN Daly  (UP Representative) 
Nick Cowling                           IGEM 
Karl Miller               Lloyd’s Register EMEA 
 
Apologies: 

Alan Smith   ES Pipelines 
Peter Hurst   IGEM 
Allan Davies   Inexus (UP Representative) 
Leigh Keegan   Scotia Gas 
 
1. Attendance and Introductions 
 
Apologies received as noted above.   
 
Due to the Bank Holiday and reduced attendance, the GIRSAP forum was conducted via 
telephone Conference. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

2. Actions arising from GIRSAP minutes (not discussed as main agenda items) 
 
2.1 Memorandum of Understanding 
 
Karl Miller updated the group on the progress of the MOU, which had been redrafted 
and dispatched to the authorised signatories. There are a couple of Organisations left to 
sign on to the MOU and they have been contacted to resolve this situation.  
 
Action: Lloyd’s Register to resolve prior to next GIRSAP Forum 
 
2.2 Project Management Issue 
 
It was highlighted at a previous forum that a GIRS Registered provider had been 
operating outside of their scope, specifically a Design organisation carrying out Project 
Management activities.  Lloyd’s Register has reviewed GIG2 to establish if sufficient 
clarity is provided to prevent this action. 
 
While GIG 2 does not specifically state that you are forbidden to perform this duty, it 
does define the Registration scopes and therefore is implicit in its requirements.  
 
Action: Lloyd’s Register to provide internal guidance on dealing with ‘Out of Scope 
Works’. 
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2.3 National Grid Map Access Update 
 
Ruth Burden confirmed that the new system has been rolled out and is working. Any 
company with access to the previous Map system will now be able to access the new 
version.  
 
Companies Operating with the CDs can opt for the on line system. Contact National 
Grid via Ruth for access or if you are experiencing any issues in this area. 
Ruth.Burden@nationalgrid.com 
 
Action: Closed 
 
2.4 National Grid Pressure Testing Workshop 
 
IGEM are currently updating TD/3 which has included amendments relating to pressure 
testing. 
 
Action: Peter Hurst to send TD/3 changes to LR for circulation so that any impact on the 
GIRS community can be understood. 
 
3. GIRS Providers Forum Feedback (items not already covered above or main agenda 

item) 
 
3.1 Sub Contract Based CCCR 
 
As the UIP Representative, Keith Stout drafted a paragraph for GIG 2 that attempted to 
capture the requirements and spirit behind them. The GIRS forum agreed with the 
paragraph but did not want to take it forward as it was felt that did not enhance the 
existing Section 5 of GIG 2. 
 
While the use of Sub Contractors is an accepted method of undertaking works, 
Organisations are expected to retain staff with an understanding of their Safety 
Management System to ensure continuity and not hire key personnel on a job by job 
basis. The wording in GIG 2 needs to be amended to reflect this. 
 
Action:  Lloyd’s Register and CF to draft a paragraph for consideration at the next GIRS 
Forum. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.2 Cards and Qualifications 
 
Lloyd’s Register has identified an increasing trend where operatives EUSR cards do not 
contain the required competencies for the task being undertaken. On deeper inspection 
the competencies and/or qualifications were able to be demonstrated, however it is 
expected that this type of card be current, complete and retained for inspection.  
 
Additionally, it is understood that some DNO/GT/iGTs expect a card to be produced to 
demonstrate an operative’s Licence to Practice and that work may not be permitted to 
continue without it. 
 
Action: Lloyd’s Register to write to GIRS Registered providers to establish the reasons 
behind the increasing trend. 
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3.3 IGEM G/5 Additional Scope? 
 
Lloyd’s Register has visited a number of sites where risers and laterals are being installed 
under sub contract to a GIRS provider. Given the potential high risk associated with this 
area of work and the fact that practitioners do not carry out any other mains and 
services works under the GIRS scheme, LR wanted to gauge the level of response to the 
development of a separate GIRS scope. 
 
After discussions, it was clear that there was no appetite for an additional scope at the 
GIRS provider forum and the GIRSAP felt that this may lead to an unmanageable amount 
of Sub scopes being developed across the GIRS scheme. 
 
 
3.4 As Laid Information  
 
Lloyd’s Register confirmed that both Completion file and As Laid information from 
surveillance visits are followed up during office assessments to ensure that the rigour 
around documentation return is maintained. RB confirmed that National Grid have seen 
an improvement in file return quality and timeliness however this can slip if the focus is 
removed.   
 
 
4. GDNO/iGT Changes Covering Technical / Process / Structure / Incidents / 
Communications 
 
4.1 S Lite Fusion Box 
 
Lloyd’s Register have encountered a small Fusion box being used during a surveillance 
visit. While the box has some advantages of size, weight and convenience of handling, 
we were unable to establish if it conforms to GIS/ECE-1: Specification for Electrofusion 
Control Boxes and are investing this. The GIRSAP had not received any confirmation of 
its conformity although it is recognised that it is being distributed by a reputable 
provider.  
 
Action: Lloyd’s Register to ascertain the products acceptance and report. 
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5. Surveillance Visit Feedback 
 
Lloyd’s Register presented the interim surveillance visit overview statistics January to 
March 2013, highlighting the main areas identified by the GIRS Assessors. The report is 
appended to these minutes. 
 
 

 

6. Lloyd’s Register Progress Report 
 
Current Statuses:                                                        Change since 28/01/2013 

 Full accreditation                                                    54   (no change) 

 Full with some scopes at Partial                              9  (up by 1) 

 Partial accreditation                                               14   (no change) 

 Total                                                                       77   (up by 1) 

 CNR(B) Full accreditation                                      19   (up by 1) 

 CNR(B) Partial                                                         3   (up by 1) 

 UP’s under assessment                                         20   (up by 4) 

 UPs accepted quotation since last meeting             4   (up by 2) 
 

 

 
 
7.  New Gas Legislation and Standards 
 
7.1 IGEM Standards update as of 28th May 2013 
 
Legislation 
 
HSE’s consultation to review ACoPs 
 
HSL81 (Design, construction and installation of gas service pipes), will be withdrawn with 
the information being either placed on HSE’s website or supported with amendments to 
IGE/TD/4 Edition 4. It was expected that HSL81 would be withdrawn around October. 
 
The review of RIDDOR was ongoing. 
 
Standards in review 
 
 IGEM/G/1 Defining the end of the network – Final agreement had been reach over 

wording for one of the legacy arrangements described in the Standard. 

 IGEM/TD/2 Edition 2 - Application of pipeline risk assessment to proposed 
developments in the vicinity of high pressure Natural Gas pipelines– to be published 
in June with a Seminar being Held on 2th June. 

 IGEM/TD/3 Edition 5 Steel and PE pipelines for gas distribution – to be published in 
July 

 
New Standards in draft 
 
 IGEM/TD/16 Biomethane injection into the Network 

 IGEM/TD/17 Biogas gathering pipelines 
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Standards to be reviewed in 2013 
 
 IGE/SR/24 Risk assessment techniques 

 IGEM/GM/7B Hazard area classification for gas metering equipment 
 
9.  AOB 

9.1 Working Relationships 

CF highlighted some progress made by a UIP following an informal meeting with the 
Gas Distribution Networks. This sharing of ideas and best practice has brought the 
organisations closer together resulting in a more productive working relationship.  
 
The UIPs have been encouraged to seek similar meetings with DNO/GT/iGTs at the GIRS 
forum on the 14th May 2013, this was welcomed by the GIRSAP. 
 
9.2 Governor Installations Under GIRS 
 
Lloyd’s Register confirmed the rules around the installation of governor equipment by 
GIRS Registered providers with competence to carry out this work evaluated on an 
individual basis in the absence of a standard national qualification.  
 
Generally the size and type of installation would dictate the exact requirements for 
permitry but in general a NRO would be required to commission a unit, the pipework to 
and from the module may be a RO or a NRO dependent upon sizes, pressure tiers and 
how it is to be connected. 

9.3 Planning Courses 

Develop Training attended the GIRS provider forum to update the group on the 
availability of a planning module as part of the City and Guilds 5831 suite as required by 
GIG 2. Lloyd’s Register had been unaware of the availability of this course and was keen 
to share this information with the forum. 
 
 
9.4 ENA Presentation on Shipperless Sites  
 
Lloyd’s Register and a Representative from the UIPs attended a Shipperless site meeting 
to highlight the impact of the UNC Mod 410 proposals on the UIP community. Progress 
was made as the group understood the issue and have now raised an amended Mod to 
place the onus on the meter installers to have a Supplier agreement in place before a 
meter can be installed. 
 
This was generally accepted at the MAMCoP Board in May although there are a number 
of companies that have raised some additional objections as they provide an end to end 
service to clients, which may be impacted by this change. 
 
Action: Lloyd’s Register to maintain a watching brief and update the group at the next 
GIRSAP 
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10.  Next Meeting 
 
Proposed 2013 gas meeting dates are as follows. 
 

GIRSAP  – 24
th
 September   

GIRS Forum  –10
th
 September   

 
 
 
 
 

 

 


